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 Constructing Communities:
 Edmund Burke on Revolution*

 Jeff Spinner
 University of Michigan

 Why did Edmund Burke support the American revolution but oppose
 the French? The usual explanation lies in Burke's support for tradi-
 tion: the Americans were trying to restore their traditional rights,
 whereas the French broke radically with the past. This article finds
 that explanation incomplete. It does not, the author argues, explain
 many of the apparent discrepancies in Burke's writings on the two
 revolutions, and he looks to Burke's account of communities to
 explain the gaps in the usual explanation of his views.

 Jeff Spinner is a doctoral candidate in Political Science at the
 University of Michigan specializing in political theory.

 How could Edmund Burke support the Americans in their revolution but
 oppose the French in theirs? That the French broke with the past in ways
 Burke found abhorrent is familiar enough. Almost as well known is
 Burke's supposed defense of the American revolution. Denied the tradi-
 tional rights of Englishmen, the Americans were justified to revolt-or
 so goes a familiar enough interpretation. This interpretation, however,
 while not wrong, does not clarify many of the contradictions in Burke's
 writings on the two revolutions. It does not explain why Burke argues
 that the American revolution was a dangerous threat to England, and it
 leaves unexplained why Burke vehemently insisted that the French
 revolution endangered all of Europe. In this essay, I expand the tradi-
 tional interpretation by exploring Burke's account of community and
 argue that he develops two levels of community, which in turn explains
 what heretofore has been unaccounted for.

 I. The Problem Posed: The Revolutions Compared

 Burke's famous disdain for metaphysical ideas did not start with the
 French Revolution. Burke, sympathetic to the Americans in their revolu-

 *The author thanks Doug Dion, Don Herzog, Lynn Sanders, Arlene Saxonhouse, Gary
 Shiffman, and Bernie Yack for their comments on earlier drafts of this article.
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 396 Constructing Communities

 tion, argues that when a people rebel a wise ruler will listen to the
 people's wishes, ignoring whatever abstract right to rule he may claim to
 have. When a whole people rise up in revolt, they must have good
 reason: "General rebellions and revolts of a whole people never were en-
 couraged, now or at any time. They are always provoked." A provoked
 people may also claim that abstract rights justify their actions. A discus-
 sion of rights, however, is a sure sign for Burke of a badly run state:
 "The bulk of mankind on their part are not excessively curious concern-
 ing theories while they are really happy; and one sure symptom of an ill-
 conducted state is the propensity of the people to resort to them."'' Burke
 is clear here: a broadly supported revolution, like the American revolu-
 tion, is the fault of the rulers.

 Burke's sympathy with the Americans evaporates when he discusses
 France. The many people who rebelled in France, of course, invoked the
 rights of man to vindicate their revolution. But the French Revolution
 can only mean that the French, a "deluded people," are like
 "madmen," who have been reduced to a state of "savage, stupid, servile
 insensibility."2 Here, the King was an innocent victim who did little to
 cause the revolt of the people: so much for revolutions being the fault of
 the rulers. Burke calls upon the rest of Europe to defend Louis XVI's
 throne, arguing that doing so is defending the honor and rights of all
 legal governments.

 Honor is an important theme in Burke's writings on France. After its
 revolution France found itself fighting many European countries, includ-
 ing England. Arguing against peace with France, Burke reminds those
 weary of war of the importance of national honor. England and France
 had fought for three hundred years, and never in that time was anything
 left "undone for the assertion of national honor." Government

 ministers always made sure that every war ended with England's honor
 augmented. But suddenly the House of Commons tried to achieve peace
 at the "sacrifice of national dignity," which is "no inconsiderable
 revolution."3

 But with America, Burke contends, honor is not so important. Before
 war broke out between America and England, he warned that the quest
 for honor blinded England from seeing its real interests. Seeing America

 1. Edmund Burke, A Proposed Address to the King on the Same Subject in Burke's
 Works, 8 vols. (London: George Bell and Sons, 1889), V, 463; A Letter to the Sheriffs of
 Bristol, on the Affairs of America, II, 31. All citations are taken from Bohn's Standard
 Library edition of Burke's works except where noted.

 2. Burke, Letter to a Member of the National Assembly, II, 528.
 3. Ibid., 531; Letters on a Regicide Peace, V, 267-68.
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 as a noble prize is a wrong-headed policy: instead of pursuing a prize,
 England should be seeking peace. Burke "allows" that wars in the past
 were sometimes fought for honor, but this is unwise now. Indeed, he is
 so vehement in his opposition to the war that he even tried to invert the
 traditional-and aristocratic-understanding of heroism: "Timidity,
 with regard to the well-being of our country, is heroic virtue."4

 War, of course, is hateful and wearisome, which explains why many of
 Burke's contemporaries wanted to stop fighting France. He is aware of
 the horrors of war and frequently proclaims that his cause in arguing
 against the American war is that of peace. Burke notes some of the horri-
 ble effects of war: "War suspends the rules of moral obligation, and
 what is long suspended is in danger of being totally abrogated." Even
 worse than a "normal war" is a civil war, for it "strikes deepest of all
 into the manners of the people." Burke perceives that the war with
 America is destroying the "generosity, humanity, and dignity of mind"
 that so characterizes the English.s He seems to change his mind, however,
 when it came to the French. He spent the last years of his life urging
 England to pursue the war with France; the tone of the Letters on a Regi-
 cide Peace, his last major work, is one of desperation as the English gov-
 ernment tries to make peace with the French Jacobins. To press his argu-
 ment as far as he can, to show the gravity and necessity of the war with
 France, Burke calls the war a civil war. This is now an exhortation to
 fight, not a plea to retreat.

 Burke also notes that the end of the American war will allow trade be-

 tween England and America to flourish, enriching England. With France
 this reason will not do. Burke is appalled by those who argued that peace
 with France is propitious if it be to England's financial gain. Wealth
 ought to be the "laborious slave of virtue and public honor." The
 thought of the reverse horrifies Burke: "But commerce, in exchange for
 empire, for safety, for glory!" The idea, Burke thinks, is crazy.6

 Burke even denies that the French can be considered a nation under the

 revolutionary regime. A nation is "a moral essence, not a geographical
 arrangement." And the French government is missing all the elements
 that "form the great mass of what is truly the body politic in all coun-
 tries": a majestic monarchy, a dignified nobility, an honorable gentry, a
 sanctified clergy, a revered magistracy, and respect for landed property.7

 4. Burke, Speech on American Taxation, I, 415.
 5. Burke, Sheriffs, II, 11.
 6. Burke, Regicide Peace, V, 159, 407.
 7. Ibid., 220.
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 398 Constructing Communities

 One wonders, though, where this puts the American government, for it
 too is missing many of these elements.

 II. New Monsters

 One sure way to prevent war with America, Burke maintains in his
 Speech on Moving his Resolutions for Conciliation with America
 delivered shortly before hostilities broke out, is to grant the Americans
 the same rights that those living in England enjoyed. After war broke
 out, he continued to insist that the same formula would end the dispute
 between England and America, though he allowed that the Americans
 might opt for independence. The Americans, Burke claims, "will have
 no interest contrary to the grandeur and glory of England when they are
 not oppressed by the weight of it."8 Once the Americans regain the tradi-
 tional rights of Englishmen they no longer will have any reason to rebel.
 Protecting the traditional rights of Englishmen, of course, is the usual
 rendering of Burke's opposition to the American war. The speech on
 conciliation, though, is not just about why the Americans are angry and
 how America and England can reconcile. Like Burke's other writings on
 America, both before and after war broke out, it is also a warning about
 the disastrous effects that a prolonged war with America will have on
 England. A major concern of Burke is the rights of Englishmen living in
 England.

 Burke argues that British policy in America and the resulting war with
 the Americans threatens the old order in England. He contends that the
 only way to stop this threat is to end the tensions and war as quickly as
 possible. Struggling with the Americans only brings danger to England.
 War distorts policy, distracts the empire and, what is even more worri-
 some, "our laws and our legislative spirit appear to have been totally
 perverted by it." To rule the Americans, the English pass twisted laws
 that do not apply to people living in England. For the first time England
 has distinguished between people living in different parts of its realm. If
 law and justice are to be suspended, Burke contends, better for them to
 be suspended for everyone. This way, the outrage at their abeyance will
 be universal, enabling the people to unify to fight the injustice. But when
 distinctions are made among a people, the liberty of all is in danger of
 being slowly "nibbled away." The danger is exacerbated by the war
 because a civil war, unsurprisingly, divides a people: "By teaching us to
 consider our fellow-citizens in a hostile light, the whole body of our na-
 tion becomes gradually less dear to us."9 Divided first by hate and then

 8. Burke, Speech on Moving his Resolutions for Conciliation with America, I, 501.
 9. Burke, Sheriffs, II, 8, 11.
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 by laws, Burke worries that liberty will first fade away in America; then,
 with the precedent set, liberty will be endangered in England itself.

 Burke's worries about divisions among Englishmen were connected to
 his and the general Whig concern about King George III becoming too
 powerful. After destroying Whig principles in America, the King could
 then turn to England itself. The large military apparatus that arose for
 the war could easily be used by the crown in his attempt to destroy Whig-
 gism if the English defeated the Americans. The army used to subdue the
 Americans, Burke claims, would become accustomed to keeping "an
 English people in a state of abject subjugation" which would prove
 "fatal in the end to the liberties of England itself." Losing the war,
 however, did not offer Burke much consolation. America had allied with
 the French; thus, every battle that finds the Americans victorious
 strengthens France, England's traditional enemy.10

 Despite the problems that war posed for England, there were those
 who argued that America was a noble object worth fighting for. But,
 hoping to avoid war, Burke notes that those feisty Americans are not
 easily conquerable: "In the character of Americans, a love of freedom is
 the predominating feature which marks and distinguishes the whole."
 They have a "fierce spirit of liberty [that is] stronger in the English col-
 onies probably than in any other people on the earth." Winning a war
 with this plucky people will not be enough to subdue them; they will have
 to be perpetually conquered. This does not do anyone any good. The
 high costs of constant war will be further exacerbated by the reduction in
 American trade. The American spirit must simply be dealt with:

 Perhaps we might wish the colonists to be persuaded, that their
 liberty is more secure when held in trust for them by us. ... The
 question is, not whether their spirit deserves praise or blame,
 but-what in the name of God, shall we do with it?1

 Fighting is costly, but Burke's reason for ending the war goes much
 deeper than England's pockets. The American spirit has led them to be
 far more resourceful in the conflict between America and England than
 anyone expected:

 For, what astonishing and incredible things have we not seen
 already! What monsters have not been generated from this un-
 natural contention! Whilst every principle of authority and resist-

 10. Burke, Speech at Bristol, Previous to the Election, II, 133; An Appeal From the Old
 to the New Whigs, III, 31. Frank O'Gorman develops this theme further in Edmund Burke:
 His Political Philosophy (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1973), pp. 73-74.

 11. Burke, Conciliation, I, 464, 469.
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 400 Constructing Communities

 ance has been pushed upon both sides, as far as it would go, there is
 nothing so solid and certain, either in reasoning or in practice, that
 has not been shaken.

 What is astonishing is that while resisting English rule the Americans
 have successfully substituted their own. No one thought the Americans
 could do this because establishing a new government is such an arduous
 job. The monster they have created is the new government they formed.
 This new government works so well that the "new institution is infinitely
 better obeyed than the ancient government ever was." And, for Burke,
 "obedience is what makes government."12

 Burke maintains that England sensibly thought the Americans would
 come running back once they discovered the difficulties of running their
 own government. For a time, Burke says, the English thought they could
 punish the particularly intractable people of Massachusetts by leaving
 them without a governor for a while. A little taste of the horrors of anar-
 chy, the English thought, would be enough to send them rushing back
 into English arms. Instead, "a new, strange unexpected face of things
 appeared. Anarchy is found tolerable."13 This ability to come up with
 the new and unexpected is what makes America dangerous for Burke:
 "Our late experience has taught us that many of those fundamental prin-
 ciples, formerly believed infallible, are ... not of the importance they
 were imagined to be." Burke proclaimed his opposition to any more
 "new experiments" which may question the established opinions that
 contribute so much to the public tranquility:

 The evil arising from hence is this; that the colonists having once
 found the possibility of enjoying the advantages of order in the
 midst of a struggle for liberty, such struggles will not henceforward
 seem so terrible to the settled and sober part of mankind as they ap-
 peared before the trial.14

 The Americans found that they can discover new ways to govern that
 work better than the old ways, that perhaps they can govern themselves
 better than the English and their ancient constitution can. Yet several

 12. Ibid., 470, 471.
 13. Burke, Conciliation, I, 471. Michael Freeman saddles Burke with the view that

 "Anarchy ... [is] no-law. Government without law is tyranny" in Edmund Burke and the
 Critique of Political Radicalism (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1980), p. 84. While this argu-
 ment pervades Burke's writings on France, Freeman unfortunately does not reconcile this
 view with Burke's recognition that anarchy can be tolerable, that Massachusetts "has sub-
 sisted in a considerable degree of health and vigour, for near a twelvemonth, without gover-
 nor, without public council, without judges, without executive magistrates."

 14. Burke, Conciliation, I, 470-71.
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 modern commentators claim that Burke defends the Americans because

 their traditional rights are threatened. This is not surprising since Burke
 mentions this reason often, most prominently perhaps in An Appeal
 From the Old to the New Whigs. In the Appeal Burke defends himself
 against accusations that his defense of the Americans and his attack on
 the Jacobins was hypocritical. As he argues in the Reflections, Burke
 contends that the Americans, like the English in the Glorious Revolu-
 tion, were simply fighting to maintain their traditional rights, which the
 French were not doing. C. B. Macpherson, for one, accepts this explana-
 tion, saying any apparent contradiction in Burke's positions on the two
 revolutions "can be dismissed very quickly." Carl Cone, while contend-
 ing that Burke misunderstood the American's devotion to the abstract
 "rights of man," also agrees that Burke's concern is that the traditional
 rights of American were being abused. Though Michael Freeman con-
 curs with Cone that Burke's analysis of the American revolution ignores
 the importance of "speculative ideas," he says that, "if the facts were as
 Burke stated them," then the American war was about recovering tradi-
 tional rights. Frank O'Gorman, alone among these Burke commen-
 tators, rightly recognizes that Burke is concerned with England, noting
 that Burke thinks that if liberty is extinguished in America it will dis-
 appear soon after in England. But O'Gorman only discusses Burke's fear
 that the war with America will strengthen either the English monarchy or
 France too much; he too ignores the threat that the ideas of the
 Americans pose for Europe.15

 This traditional account of Burke's defense of the Americans is not

 wrong, just woefully incomplete. Beyond the threat to American liberty,
 Burke also suggests that the problem with fighting the Americans is that
 they thrive despite their struggle with England-maybe even because of
 it-and that this may show other peoples that liberty is worth struggling
 for, that a fight for liberty can be won. The Americans have demon-
 strated with their "pernicious experiments" that innovation, not merely
 reform, can work well; that they can successfully replace their ancient in-
 stitutions with newer and better ones. Burke's solution to the problem
 the Americans pose is not to embrace their innovations, but to figure out
 how to stop them. Burke does not like new ideas about government, even
 if they work well. Because they work well in one place does not mean that
 they will be successful elsewhere. Though America is not Europe, people

 15. C. R. Macpherson, Burke (New York: Hill and Wang, 1980), p. 7; Freeman,
 Edmund Burke and the Critique of Political Radicalism, p. 232; Carl Cone, Burke and the
 Nature of Politics, (Louisville: University of Kentucky Press, 1957), pp. 259-261;
 O'Gorman, Edmund Burke: His Political Philosophy, pp. 73-74.
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 402 Constructing Communities

 may think that what happens in the former can happen in the latter.
 Tranquility is what Burke is after and new ideas-even good
 ones-dangerously put to test society's harmony.

 The best way to put an end to these risky new experiments-these new
 monsters-is to stop antagonizing and fighting with the Americans. It is
 the war, and English tyranny before that, after all, that is spurring the
 Americans successfully to put into practice all these new ideas. The more
 the Americans are driven to resist and to fight, the more they will show
 England and perhaps the world that new ideas can easily replace the old.
 These new ideas are an evil that might threaten the stability in England
 that Burke cherishes. If America and England reconcile, then the Ameri-
 cans will no longer feel the need to find new ways to govern and will no
 longer think of ideas that challenge the old ways. Burke recalls that the
 Americans were angry about the 1766 Stamp Act. Instead of forcing the
 Americans to accept the tax, England repealed the act, restoring Ameri-
 ca's confidence in the mother country.16 Burke calls for a similar strategy
 a decade or so later to appease the once again angry Americans. Recall
 the troops, repeal the taxes the Americans find so hateful, and give them
 more control over their affairs, Burke suggests, and the Americans will
 no longer have any grievances with England.

 Burke's plan of reconciliation leaves England with a rather loose leash
 over America, opening up the possibility, Burke readily admits, that the
 Americans will opt for independence. American independence, though,
 is better than an endless war. Burke announces: "I confess that I should
 prefer independency without war to independency with it." War benefits
 neither: "Bodies tied together by so unnatural a bond of union as mutual
 hatred, are only connected to their ruin."17 The war can only bring harm
 to England and America. Stopping the war is Burke's priority. The
 threat that the Americans pose for England is paralleled by the threat
 that the French pose a decade later; this time, though, the threat is more
 immediate and endangers not just England, but all of Europe. This time
 peace can only bring harm to England.

 III. Polluting Streams and Good Wars

 Burke tightens the leash when it comes to France. He does not breezily
 grant France the right to form whatever government it wants. Initially,
 Burke worries about those in England who were delighted and inspired
 by the French revolution. These people, the members of the Constitu-

 16. Burke, Sheriffs, II, 34; American Taxation, I, 416-422.
 17. Burke, Sheriffs, II. 36.
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 tional society and the Revolution society (to whom Burke refers in part
 of the subtitle of the Reflections on the Revolution in France and on the
 Proceedings in Certain Societies in London Relative to That Event)
 worry Burke. In the first part of the Reflections, he argues against the
 English Reverend Price, who contends that the English people have the
 right to choose their monarchs, cashier them when they want, and choose
 their own government.18 In his writings after the Reflections, Burke
 argues that England is not threatened merely because of a few societies in
 London. The threat is more comprehensive than that. England and
 France are part of a European community with established traditions.
 When one state breaks these traditions, the stability of the entire com-
 munity is threatened. Though he thinks the French Revolution badly
 hurts the French people, Burke is also concerned that the Revolution
 threatens the stability of all of Europe. The two concerns are connected:
 any radical revolution in Europe is bound to hurt all Europeans, in-
 cluding those in the revolutionary nation and those beyond. Burke does
 not argue that change is always bad. He admits that sometimes change is
 necessary, but is acceptable only if slow: "At once to preserve and
 reform" is Burke's motto.19

 Burke accepts change. He is not even necessarily opposed to all revolu-
 tions. The American Revolution is not the only one he supports. He
 knows that English history is peppered with uprisings: "At various
 periods we have had tyranny in this country, more than enough. We have
 had rebellions with more or less justification." But the French Revolu-
 tion is different from these other revolutions. All sense of order and

 justice was destroyed by this revolution; emerging from this destruction
 was a new sort of government, one that had no place in Europe. It did
 not preserve or reform. Other revolutions might have changed a few
 things here and there, but they mostly preserved their nation's ancient in-
 stitutions. Burke cites the Glorious Revolution as an example of a neces-
 sary change even though it was a "departure from the ancient course of
 the descent of this monarchy." This reform "regenerated the deficient
 part of the old constitution through the parts which were not im-
 paired."20 Because this reform preserved the ancient constitution, Burke
 finds it acceptable.

 18. Price and Burke both made arguments from tradition; their argument is over how
 the Glorious Revolution should be interpreted. For the dispute over the use of tradition
 among English supporters of the French Revolution see E. P. Thompson, The Making of
 the English Working Class (New York: Vintage, 1963), pp. 109-111.

 19. Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, ed. J. G. A. Pocock (Indianapolis:
 Hackett, 1987), p. 148.

 20. Burke, Regicide Peace, V, 424; Address to the King, V. 473; Reflections, p. 19.
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 Burke contends that even Cromwell was not as bad as the French.

 Cromwell's government may have been despotic but it was still orderly.
 He installed Matthew Hale as the chief justice of the land even though
 Hale refused to recognize Cromwell's government as legitimate.
 Cromwell did not care if Hale supported the government or not. He
 wanted Hale to be chief justice because he knew Hale, a "great lawyer,"
 would support civil order.2' Cromwell did not take away the church's
 property; he did not give the people more power; he did not subvert
 morality: rather, he preserved England's laws. In fact, Cromwell saved
 England from anarchy. In France, however, the revolution perversely
 caused anarchy by destroying everything. The French pillaged the
 church, stole property from the wealthy, ruined the judiciary and trans-
 formed the state into something unrecognizable. The French have made
 such a radical break with the past, destroying the institutions essential to
 it, that it is now "out of itself."22

 This new entity-Burke claims it is not really France-threatens all of
 Europe. France is such a threat because nations, or at least those of
 Europe, are intertwined in important ways. People do not live complete-
 ly independently: we affect each other. And nations, like people, are tied
 together by similarities in "customs, manners, and habits of life." While
 geography alone does not make up a community, it certainly helps. Being
 close together made it much easier for the states in Europe to form a
 community. It is possible that the European states might have taken
 shape without similarities, but, Burke says, that did not happen. Indeed,
 Burke can be read as a prophet of the European Community. Europe is
 not just a collection of countries that happen to be close to one another.
 Rather, it has certain traditions and customs that tie it together: "it is vir-
 tually one great state having the same basis of general law, with some
 diversity of provincial customs and local establishments." No European
 citizen could "be altogether an exile in any part of it. ... When a man
 traveled or resided for health, pleasure, business, or necessity from his
 own country, he never felt himself quite abroad." Burke explains that
 there are many similarities among the European countries. With only a
 few inconsequential differences they all practice the same Christian
 religion, their polity and economy are all drawn from the same feudal
 sources, all their law is based on Roman law, manners are similar, and
 they all educate their citizens comparably. More powerful than treaties

 21. On the affinities between Hale and Burke's thought see J. G. A. Pocock, "Burke and
 the Ancient Constitution," The Historical Journal, III (1960), pp. 125-143.

 22. Burke, Letter to a Member of the National Assembly, II, 544; The Policy of the
 Allies, III, 422.
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 are the customs, manners, and the habits of life that tie Europe together
 because they "are obligations written in the heart."23

 Burke argues that manners are crucial to maintaining a community:
 "Manners are of more importance than laws.... They give their whole
 form and colour to our lives. According to their quality, they aid morals,
 they supply them, or they totally destroy them." Burke explains that
 manners are maintained by the nobility and the clergy:

 Nothing is more certain than that our manners, our civilization,
 and all the good things which are connected with manners and with
 civilization have, in this European world of ours, depended for
 ages upon two principles, and were, indeed, the result of both com-
 bined: I mean the spirit of a gentleman and the spirit of religion.

 France destroyed its nobility and disgraced its religion, the two spirits
 that upheld French manners. France traditionally played a crucial role in
 maintaining European manners-and hence the European community.
 By not maintaining European manners, France easily and dangerously
 disrupts the European community: "France has always more or less in-
 fluenced manners in England; and when your fountain is choked up and
 polluted the stream will not long run with us or perhaps with any
 nation." France broke with Europe by destroying all the "manners and
 principles which have hitherto civilized Europe" and by departing from
 "every one of the ideas and usages, religious, legal, moral, [and] social of
 this civilized world."24 Declaring war on landed property, religion as
 well as the monarchy, the Jacobins assault the three pillars of the aristo-
 cratic regimes in the European community.

 This assault will continue outside of France if it is not tenaciously
 fought. Because France is part of the European community it cannot be
 ignored. Burke is afraid that many in Europe and particularly England
 will look to France and want to try Jacobin ideas in their own country. If
 the ancien regime is not restored and there is peace with the Jacobins,
 Englishmen will travel to France where they will be "initiated in all the
 infernal discipline of the place ... to be corrupted by every means of
 cabal." Eventually, England will become accustomed to the "Jacobin
 evils" and will be polluted by them. The French are corrupting morals,
 complains Burke. They debase "young minds through pleasure" and
 "form them to crimes." Corporal gratification is carried on "in the
 highest excess," and all "elegance of mind and manners is banished."

 23. Burke, Regicide Peace, V, 214-215.
 24. Ibid., 208; Reflections, pp. 69-70; Letter to a Member of the National Assembly, II,

 543; Regicide Peace, V, 215.
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 Gaming houses and brothels have replaced the churches. And it is to this
 country, Burke exclaims, that English youth will travel to become con-
 taminated if there is peace. It is not only the youth who are susceptible to
 corruption: English businessmen will also be defiled when they set up
 shop in France. France will poison England's children and "trade will
 put the finishing hand to our ruin."25

 A place like this, Burke argues, jeopardizes England and the European
 community. Jacobin France cannot even be considered a nation in the
 European community. Without its traditional manners and morals
 Jacobin France is not really France; it has been stolen by "ruffians and
 assassins." It is a pretended republic "founded in crimes, and exists by
 wrong and robbery." The war with the Jacobins is not like a war with
 another nation; rather, France is now a "faction." Because Burke sees
 manners as binding Europe together, any departure from them threatens
 the European community. That is why Burke uses the word faction here.
 Factions continually fight; losing a battle does not mean it will not return
 one day to fight anew. The only way to ensure the permanent defeat of a
 faction is to crush it. Because the war with France is with a faction and

 not a country, this war is different than most wars. It is a civil war, a war
 over what kind of community Europe will be, whether it will become
 republican or whether the ancient order will survive. This civil war is be-
 tween "the partisans of the ancient, civil, moral, and political order of
 Europe against a sect of fanatical and ambitious atheists."26

 Without certain similarities and agreements, Burke suggests, a com-
 munity cannot survive; a community cannot sustain prolonged disagree-
 ments over fundamental principles. It must choose or be forced to
 choose which principles will guide it. Certainly some disagreements
 within a community are acceptable. Burke himself argues about many
 issues in Parliament. But some issues are beyond the scope of argument.
 Burke rightly points out that certain disagreements threaten the com-
 munity itself. Debates about some issues are not arguments over what
 policies the community should pursue or what its aims and goals ought to
 be, though these kinds of issues may also be at stake in these debates.
 Some debates are about the framework of the society. Sure enough,
 some arguments perhaps can be avoided temporarily for the benefit of
 all. A community can impose a "gag rule." By not discussing or deciding
 upon certain issues that are too divisive to be resolved, a community can
 pursue its other goals. Stephen Holmes argues that this is precisely what
 the U.S. Congress did in 1836 when it decided to immediately table,

 25. Burke, Regicide Peace, V, 428-29.
 26. Burke, Regicide Peace, V, 219, 233-234.
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 without any discussion, all petitions and resolutions relating to slavery.27
 By agreeing not to discuss slavery, Congress could deal with other issues;
 without this agreement, Holmes contends, Congress would have spent
 most of its time arguing about slavery. This would have prevented Con-
 gress from dealing with other issues, important as they might be. But not
 deciding on issues, of course, is a kind of decision. Many argued that by
 allowing slavery, America was not a country that treasured liberty even
 though that is what many wanted America to be. If enough people are
 committed to an alternative vision of society then a gag rule can work for
 only so long. Decisions about the society's framework cannot be post-
 poned forever. America could not ignore slavery forever: eventually
 whether America was to be a slave society or not had to be settled. Gag
 rules are only temporary expedients, not permanent solutions.

 Arguments about whether the community should be atheist or
 religious, aristocratic or egalitarian, value individual liberty or not, are
 arguments about the nature of the community itself. Disagreements on
 these sorts of issue, which go to the heart of community, are not sustain-
 able. The framework of a society cannot continually be up for grabs. On
 this account, a liberal society is choosing what sort of society it wants to
 be. Liberals choose certain institutions and practices and not others. I do
 not want to suggest that liberals are really communitarians in disguise
 (they are not), merely that liberals treasure certain values and reject
 others, that someone like Burke would find many things about the liberal
 state appalling.28 When different parts of a community differ over what
 kind of government it wants-say, republican or aristocracy-the com-
 munity must choose. It cannot be both.

 Besides having certain ingredients (monarchy, a landed aristocracy, a
 state supported religion), being part of Burke's community entails cer-
 tain obligations. Because each member of the community affects others,
 Burke insists, it has to consider their interests when it decides to change.
 Its members cannot simply do what they want. Burke declares: "There is
 a Law of Neighborhood" which means that one is not "perfectly master
 on his own ground."29 Any change that affects others has to be approved

 27. Stephen Holmes, "Gag Rules or the Politics of Omission," in Constitutionalism and
 Democracy, ed. Jon Elster and Rune Slagstad (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
 1988), pp. 31-38.

 28. This idea is further explored by Bernie Yack, who argues that members of liberal
 societies, like all people, are constituted "by their shared sentiments and institutions." See
 his "Liberalism and its Communitarian Critics: Does Liberal Practice 'Live Down' to

 Liberal Theory?" in Community in America: The Challenges of 'Habits of the Heart,' ed.
 Charles H. Reynolds and Ralph V. Norman (Berkeley: University of California Press,
 1988), pp. 147-169.

 29. Burke, Regicide Peace, V, 216; Burke's emphasis.
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 by them. Burke maintains that the European community takes on moral
 relevance, that being part of the community informs and restricts the
 members' choices, sometimes in important ways. Burke wants to restrict
 France's choice in the kind of government it can choose for itself. The
 idea of self-determination is foreign to Burke. A people can make a
 choice about how they want to be governed but, Burke insists, that
 choice is subject to the larger community's approval.

 A member of the community cannot avoid the law of neighborhood by
 opting out the community either: Burke does not see the European com-
 munity as a liberal "voluntary association." He does not give an account
 of when France joined the community. Burke does not think he needs to.
 France is part of the community; whether it chose to join or not is not
 important for Burke. It does not matter if France prefers to have nothing
 to do with the rest of Europe. It is stuck. It is an integral part of the
 European community. And breaking with the traditions of the com-
 munity endangers the community. That cannot (or should not) be done.
 Burke readily grants that some change is possible, even necessary at
 times. But change for Burke ought to be plodding, even imperceptible;
 members of the community are not free to change their life choices as
 they want. Rather, they are born into a certain world that they have little
 choice but to accept. Burke does not envision a community that leaves
 much space around its members. His community intrudes on the space
 that liberals, for example, want to place around individuals; it does not
 allow for its members to choose different life plans and projects. He also
 leaves us with very little critical space. There is scant room for people or
 nations to look at their community and traditions with distaste, with a
 desire to leave or change them in any significant way. Burke suggests that
 fundamental disagreements threaten a community, but it is possible that
 some communities should be threatened. This possibility is one that
 Burke never takes seriously. Instead, he contends that we are born into a
 world that we have to accept or ought to accept.

 The Jacobins, of course, had a different vision of the European com-
 munity than Burke. Their view led Burke to invoke the law of neighbor-
 hood: because the Jacobins affect the rest of Europe, that community
 can reject Jacobinism if it thinks it harmful. Burke does not approve of
 Jacobinism, nor, he argues again and again, should the European com-
 munity. France's new government threatens Europe with its different
 ideas and manners. "This violent breach of the community of Europe we
 must conclude to have been made . .. either to force mankind into an

 adoption of their system, or to live in perpetual enmity." Either Jacobin
 manners will be allowed to flourish in France and seep into the rest of
 Europe or the Jacobins will be defeated, the French monarchy restored
 and traditional manners saved. Burke does not oppose the French
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 Revolution and its ideas because he is so enthralled with the ancien

 regime in France. He argues instead that it is the ancient order of all of
 Europe that is at stake in the war with France:

 It is not a war for Louis the Eighteenth, or even for the property,
 virtue, fidelity of France. It is a war for George the Third, for
 Frances the Second, and for the dignity, property, honor, virtue,
 and religion of England, of Germany and of all nations.30

 France also threatens the balance of power, which plays an important
 role in the European community by upholding European manners and
 ensuring that each nation's sovereignty is protected. Before the Jacobins,
 Burke suggests, wars were necessary, even good. Just as there are
 disputes between neighbors, arguments between nations sometimes
 break out. While a court can adjudicate between two people who have a
 conflict, nations do not have this luxury. When they cannot work out
 their problems, they go to war. Since problems between countries are
 bound to arise, wars are inevitable. This does not have to be bad though:
 "Let the nations make war upon each other (since we must make war)
 not with a low and vulgar malignity, but by a competition of virtues.
 That is the only way by which both parties can gain by war." Moreover,
 wars can even foster a sense of community among the participants:
 "There have been periods of time in which communities, apparently in
 peace with each other, have been more perfectly separated than, in latter
 times, many nations in Europe have been in the course of long and
 bloody wars."31

 While the Jacobins threaten both the balance of power and European
 manners, Burke argues that an attack on the former undercuts the latter:
 wars under the rules of the balance of power help preserve the European
 community by ensuring that manners are maintained. Manners are the
 keep of the aristocracy. When Burke discusses European manners, he is
 thinking of the manners of the "superior classes."32 Yet the aristocracy
 cannot be trusted to maintain its manners by itself. Without some kind
 of restraint, their desires will be out of control: "Our physical well-
 being, our moral worth, our social happiness, our political tranquility,
 all depend on that control of all our appetites and passions." War, Burke
 suggests, is what controls our appetites and passions, ensuring that the
 nobility's-and Europe's-manners are upheld. By keeping the

 30. Regicide Peace, V, 215-16, 223.
 31. Burke, Speech on the Economical Reform, II, 62; Regicide Peace, V, 214.
 32. That manners were maintained by the aristocracy was a widespread view in eigh-

 teenth century England. See J. C. D. Clark, English Society, 1688-1832 (Cambridge: Cam-
 bridge University Press, 1985), pp. 93-118.
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 aristocracy from becoming too opulent, Burke claims, wars benefit all
 countries. Without wars the aristocracy is subject to the "excesses of
 delicacy, repose and satiety." For them "peace is more likely to be in-
 jurious ... than war." The advantages of war explains why Burke argues
 that Cato the Elder was wrong to hope for the destruction of Carthage,
 the Roman Republic's traditional enemy: "Provident patriots did not
 think it good for Rome that even Carthage should be quite destroyed."
 Without an enemy the Roman Republic wallowed in luxury, eventually
 causing its destruction.33

 Burke argues that the balance of power ensures that war does not
 become ruinous for anyone; and it is through the balance of power that
 the nation is tied to the European community. Each nation must adhere
 to the balance's rules. Nestled in the overarching European community,
 each country has local prejudices and traditions that give it a distinctive
 character, though not too distinctive. If the European community were
 to dominate each nation, then these characters and prejudices would be
 lost. Burke, with his attachment to prejudices and traditions, does not
 have this in mind. Part of the public law of Europe, this tradition of the
 balance of power also guarantees that each country's traditions will sur-
 vive by ensuring that no country will be taken over by another. Weaker
 countries are protected by the stronger. France's traditional role, for ex-
 ample, is to protect Germany's and sometimes Italy's liberty. Stronger
 countries that adhere to the balance of power will also avoid the pitfalls
 of too much arrogance. Burke cautions England that, if its empire gets
 too big, the other European countries will "produce a combination
 against us which may end in our ruin."34 Another danger is that a coun-
 try that gets too big may see its traditions erode. As I have explained, this
 was one of the concerns that drove Burke to argue against subduing the
 Americans by force. A divided community will not be able to protect its
 treasured values.

 Right after the French Revolution, Burke worries about the balance of
 power. Because France divided itself into a "multitude of republics,"
 Burke frets that France will not be strong enough to maintain the balance
 of power in Europe. This might weaken France more "than is good for
 the total balance of Europe, and consequently for our welfare." Burke
 quickly realizes, however, that he needs to worry instead about the
 Jacobins' strength. Burke does not think it necessary for the Jacobins to

 33. Burke, Regicide Peace, V. 326; Letter to Adrein-Jean-Fran9ois Duport, in Harvey
 Mansfield Jr., The Selected Letters of Edmund Burke (Chicago: University of Chicago
 Press, 1984), p. 282; Letter to a Member of the National Assembly, II, 531.

 34. Burke, Policy of the Allies, III, 448.
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 go to war for the need of their defeat to arise. If the Jacobin did not at-

 tack anyone with weapons, their ideas and manners would poison
 Europe just the same. Nevertheless, their changes in manners informs the
 new way they fight. They take an interest in the internal affairs of other
 countries. They encourage instability in other states. They want to use
 their weapons to spread their ideology. Burke pleads with those who
 want to make peace with the Jacobins to notice how the Jacobins are dif-
 ferent from the old monarchy. The advocates of peace are recklessly
 treating the war with the French

 just as if we were in a common political dispute with an old recog-
 nized member of the commonwealth of Christian Europe; and as if
 our dispute had turned upon a mere matter of territorial or com-
 mercial controversy, which a peace might settle by the imposition
 of the taking off a duty, with the gain or the loss of a remote island,
 or a frontier town or two, on the one side or the other.

 The rules of the old wars under the rubric of the balance of power no
 longer apply. The Jacobins do not follow the rules of the balance of
 power. The way they fight shows that they are no longer members of the
 European community, proving for Burke how pernicious their ideology
 really is. The Jacobins want to fight an ideological war. They do not
 fight for honor or to check the aristocracy's opulence. They do not stop
 fighting after they conquer an island or two. Only when the government
 of its enemies becomes republican will it be satisfied. The Jacobin threat,
 Burke insists, means that Europe can only be satisfied when the monar-
 chy is restored in France.35

 In the usual national wars, Burke says, countries should respect each
 others' internal affairs. But interference is demanded when it is in
 "perfect occurrence and concert with the natural, legal interests of the
 country." Moreover, to protect itself as well as its neighbors, England
 has "not only a right, but an indispensable duty" to destroy the French
 government and replace it with one with which Europe can live.36 Burke
 asserts that Louis XVI's only offense was an attempt to give his people a
 free constitution. This unjustly persecuted monarch, Burke contends,
 deserves the protection of Europe; honor demands it because protecting
 the King is upholding the right of all virtuous and legal governments. The
 Jacobins endanger both England and the rest of Europe. For Burke, it
 makes no sense to disentangle the two in this context. If the ancien

 35. Burke, Letter to Adrein-Jean-FranCois Duport in Mansfield, p. 282; Regicide Peace,
 V, 364.

 36. Burke, Policy of the Allies, III, 430; Regicide Peace, V, 218.
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 regime is not upheld in France, the monarchies are bound to fall in the
 rest of Europe. The balance of power is fragile; if Germany or Spain are
 run over by France, then the Italian states or Switzerland may be threat-
 ened next. Eventually, England may find itself facing a much stronger
 and hostile neighbor. The English monarchy is safe only when the
 French, Spanish, Russian, and Austrian monarchies are secure. And this
 security will be ensured only when the French monarchy is restored.

 I do not doubt Burke's desire to protect the European community, yet
 it is hard to take some of his claims seriously. He often exaggerates or
 baldly contradicts himself. While in some places Burke says that Louis
 XVI did little to deserve his fate, in other places he recognizes that there
 were legitimate complaints against Louis XVI and that the monarchy was
 in need of reform. It is not very convincing to argue that European wars
 before the Jacobins were fought over unimportant islands or towns.
 Perhaps one can argue that William the Conqueror took over a mere
 "remote island," but it seems a bit farfetched. Furthermore, Burke
 himself notes that earlier in the eighteenth century France's Louis XIV
 tried to conquer England, certainly a violation of the balance of power.
 Burke even compares Louis XIV with the Jacobins: "If the war to pre-
 vent Louis XIV from imposing his religion was just, a war to prevent the
 murderers of Louis XVI from imposing their irreligion upon us is just."
 Certainly other countries have tried to violate the balance of power in
 European history. Why should the Jacobins be different? Perhaps they
 are filling a time-honored role as the state that tries to upset the balance.
 Though Burke's account of European tradition should give us pause, I
 do not want to probe the problems this raises. Instead, I want to press
 on, to explore the explanatory power of Burke's concept of
 community.37

 IV. The Problem Solved: Constructing Communities

 Burke can seemingly contradict himself when he discusses the American
 and French revolutions because, he suggests, he is talking about two dif-
 ferent communities and two different traditions. While wars may be an
 important part of the traditions in the European community, they are
 not necessarily a tradition with America; European wars may be needed
 to uphold European manners but the same is not true for a war with
 America. The balance of power may be part of the public law of Europe,

 37. Burke, Reflections, pp. 31, 111; Regicide Peace, V, 205. For those who want to pause
 longer than I have here to contemplate Burke's construction of tradition, see Don Herzog,
 "Puzzling Through Burke," Political Theory, forthcoming.
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 but it need not be part of the tradition between Europe and America.
 Honor in battle may be a crucial part of the European experience, but
 that does not make it part of the tradition in the relationship between
 America and England. France may need majesty to be considered a na-
 tion, but America, as part of a different community, can do without it.

 When Burke argues how England should treat America, he finds the
 way England conquered Ireland, Wales, Chester, and Durham the rele-
 vant precedents. America is connected to England because, like these
 other places, it is part of the British empire. They were all conquered,
 Burke says, by the English constitution, not by force. Burke even cau-
 tions the colonists about the importance of their ties to England: "That
 very liberty which you so justly prize above all things, originated here:
 and it may be very doubtful whether, without being constantly fed from
 the original foundation, it can be at all perpetuated or preserved in its
 native purity and perfection." Despite the ties between England and
 America, Burke grants that America can develop any way it wants, a
 concession he refuses to extend to France. Indeed, along with the above
 warning to the colonists, Burke cautions the King about the effects of his
 policies in America: "The British empire is in convulsions which threaten
 its dissolution." Burke need not desperately seek ways to keep America
 in the empire because the empire's dissolution does not mean the end of
 England's aristocratic regime. American manners do not influence or
 threaten English manners. America does not have a crucial role in the
 European balance of power. After America established its independence,
 Burke contended that letting it decide its own future was in England's
 best interest: "We had a limb cut off; but we preserve the body. We lost
 our colonies; but we kept our constitution."38

 Burke sees America through the lens of the British empire; he views
 France through eyes of the European community. He wants to keep these
 two communities distinct. The war with America threatens to combine

 these two communities by impelling America to seek an alliance with
 France. Danger for England can only result if these two find a bond be-
 tween them. An alliance between France and America might result in ties
 between the two countries that would become sealed by habits and inter-
 ests which would be "an evil which no victories that may be obtained, no
 severities which may be exercised, ever will or can remove."39 The
 danger, Burke suggests, is that America may become connected to the
 European commonwealth through France, strengthening England's

 38. Burke, Conciliation, I, 483-488; Address to the British Colonists in North America,
 V, 482; Address to the King, V, 475; Sheriffs, II, 35; Letter to a Noble Lord, V, 116.

 39. Burke, Address to the King, V, 475.
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 traditional adversary. England is the fulcrum between these two com-
 munities, the British empire and the European commonwealth. America
 is in a different community than France; Burke wants to make sure that
 two communities do not become entangled.

 This concern for England explains some of the discrepancies in
 Burke's writings on the two revolutions that his account of community
 leaves hanging. He sees each community through the eyes of England.
 He will shift his argument to protect England's aristocratic regime. Since
 he thinks England's policy toward the two revolutions should be differ-
 ent he has to marshal different arguments to deal with them. So a general
 announcement made to show that England drove America to rebellion
 ("General rebellions . . . are always provoked") changes fifteen years
 later (the French are "savage, stupid, servile").40

 Geography supplements Burke's concept of community: it allows him
 to breathe easily. The distance between England and America is part of
 the reason the two split in the first place and why America could develop
 apart from the European community. "Seas role and months pass"
 between the time an order is made in England and its pronouncement in
 America. In the meantime, situations may have changed, rendering the
 order obsolete and perhaps demanding a new one. This problem of rul-
 ing from afar lies "deep in the natural constitution of things.... No
 contrivance can prevent the effect of this distance in weakening govern-
 ment." The distance between America and Europe is important not
 because America cannot be part of the European community, but
 because it allows Burke to readily cast America as part of a different
 community. It allows him to look at America differently than France.
 Geography also explains why Burke cannot allow France the same liberty
 as America in choosing its government. People, Burke thinks, often look
 around themselves and learn from others. Example is the way people
 learn: "[Example] is everything. Example is the school of mankind."
 The lack of distance between England and France makes this school of
 example quite important: "The vicinity of the two countries remains,
 and must remain; and the natural habits of mankind are such, that the
 present distemper of France is ... likely to be contagious."41 The vicini-
 ty between England and America, obviously, is much greater. America
 can go its own way without endangering the European community; all
 England has to do is to stop trying to prevent it from doing so. England

 40. This concern for England might also help explain Burke's (occasional) selective
 reading of history; he will present whatever arguments he thinks effective at the time to pro-
 tect the English regime.

 41. Burke, Conciliation, I, 468; Regicide Peace, V, 223; Substance of the Speech on the
 Army Estimates, III, 272.
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 cannot do the same for France. France is too close to England and too in-
 tegral to the European community for it to be allowed the same kind of
 leeway.

 Burke uses the combination of example and distance to explain why
 the analogy that some try to make between Algiers and France fails.
 Some people point out that Algiers too was a republic; far from fighting
 it, England actually pays tribute to it. Burke notes that the Algerian
 regime, like the Jacobin one, is not very praiseworthy. It is, after all,
 "formed out of the very scum, scandal, disgrace and pest of the Turkish
 Asia." Happily, Burke says, Europe can easily ignore Algiers. It is not
 part of the European community. Distance is important: "Algiers is not
 near; Algiers is not powerful; Algiers is not our neighbor; Algiers is not
 infectious ... When I find Algiers transferred to Calais, I will tell you
 what I think of that point." Geographic distance is not the only reason
 why Burke says Algiers can be safely ignored. It is not that far, after all,
 from Spain, Italy and France. Algiers is also far from Europe cognitive-
 ly. The barrier of "language and usages" prevents any "horrible
 novelties" in Algiers from tainting Europe. Because Algiers is outside the
 European community it is difficult for Algiers and Europe to understand
 each other, making it nearly impossible for Algiers to corrupt Europe.42

 Burke also suggests that the Americans are different than Europeans.
 The Americans are better educated than other peoples, leading them to
 judge principles before they are enforced; they complain about princi-
 ples, not just practices. In other places, where the people are "more sim-
 ple," complaints are only heard when there are actual grievances. More
 than education, economics has made the Americans different. Because
 they conquered a new land the Americans can do things that Europeans
 cannot. Burke sees the poor and miserable working class as a permanent
 fixture of Europe. "Let there be no lamentation of their condition,"
 Burke urges. This would only be deceitful since they will always be poor.
 Instead of compassion, "patience, labour, sobriety, frugality, and
 religion, should be recommended to them; all the rest is downright
 fraud." These are the people who need illusions to accept their lot in life.
 America though, does not have this class of "animal men." America is
 expansive enough that when the poor are unhappy they can simply move
 on to explore the frontier. Americans live in a "remote and difficult
 country" where their spirit "animates them [to do] strange things." The
 "incredible spirit" of this "fierce people" is needed in the new world: "it
 is their spirit that has made the country." Burke chronicles the incredible
 economic growth in America. What has taken England seventeen hun-

 42. Burke, Regicide Peace, V, 225.
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 dred years to achieve, America has reached during the span of a lifetime.
 The Americans have achieved this by working harder than the Europeans
 and without England's help. Consequently, they can procure many en-
 joyments to alleviate life's burdens instead of being comforted by the
 religion and patience that Burke recommends for the working class in
 Europe. Burke does not have to argue that the Americans need illusions
 to ensure citizen support as the European governments do because the
 Americans could actually give its citizens the chance to succeed
 economically.43

 The French Revolution showed Burke that the Americans were not the

 only ones willing to fight for principle. Fighting with people driven by
 ideology, like the Americans and French, is not easy. The Americans
 would not readily admit defeat. The sort of spirit they have is hard to
 fight. But Burke's advice on how to deal with the Americans cannot
 work with the French. The English Channel is not as wide as the Atlantic
 Ocean. The English cannot try to reconcile with the French, only to
 shrug their shoulders if France insists on chartering its own future
 without regard for those around it. In too many ways, France deeply af-
 fects the rest of Europe. Though tied to England, the Americans at the
 time of their revolution were already much different from the English.
 The English do not have much spirit to celebrate. Quite the contrary.
 Burke celebrates England's "sullen resistance to innovation" and the na-
 tion's "cold sluggishness." Yet something like the American spirit has to
 be dealt with in Europe. The Jacobins, Burke notes unhappily, have
 "one thing, and one thing only-but that one thing is worth a
 thousand-they have energy. " The French, Burke notes, work hard. It is
 fine if the Americans work hard. That is how they conquered their land.
 But in Europe this sort of spirit is blinding. The French "cannot see with
 [their] own eyes the sufferings and afflictions [they] cause." This spirit
 and energy in the hands of the French threatens Europe because it helps
 drive France's military quests. Burke laments that "there is no vigour
 anywhere, except the distempered vigour and energy of France."44 If the
 French are not stopped, this spirit will become fertile and grow, drasti-
 cally changing the European community. This spirit can be allowed to
 flourish in far away America. In Europe this spirit is dangerous and has
 to be reined in.

 43. Burke, Conciliation, I, 468; Thoughts and Details on Scarcity, V, 84. Italics
 removed. Letter to Charles O'Hara, in Mansfield, p. 232; Conciliation, I, 460-63.

 44. Burke, Reflections, p. 75; Policy of the Allies, III, 437. Burke's emphasis. Letter to a
 Member of the National Assembly, II, 557; Heads for Considerations of the Present State
 of Affairs, III, 399.
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 V. New Relations & New Communities

 Burke's account of community has two levels, international and na-
 tional. Nations are the members of international communities like the

 British empire or the European community. Underpinning the local dif-
 ferences among members of an international community are basic agree-
 ments on key institutions. The countries of Europe share certain basic
 principles, customs, and manners. These agreements allow the European
 countries to interact, to understand each other: to be a community. The
 understanding behind these agreements is informed by tradition.
 Europe, for example, has a tradition of chivalrous war that maintains
 European manners. In many other ways, Burke claims, the European
 community shares many traditions. Algeria and Europe, however, do
 not share any meaningful traditions. The customs and manners that have
 bound Europe together over centuries are not shared by Algeria. Algeria
 is part of a different community. Algeria and Europe share too little to
 look upon each other with much understanding.

 America, as part of the British empire, shares a different set of tradi-
 tions with England than France does. Unlike France, America is not the
 fountain of morals for Europe. The Law of Neighborhood does not
 stitch together the scattered British empire. The English constitution
 does. It does not, however, do a particularly good job.45 The Americans
 increasingly find that the laws of the English are oppressive; they find
 that they can govern themselves without any help. Burke warns America
 that trying to do without the British constitution is rather risky, but he
 also notes the fierce love of liberty they have, their unusual spirit, and
 their burgeoning economy. With time, America finds that it shares less
 and less with the mother country. America had grown apart from
 England. Protected by the Atlantic Ocean, Burke advocates a policy that
 allows America to wrest itself away from England if it chooses. Burke
 does not give France this option; doing so means the end of aristocratic
 Europe.

 Driving Burke's position on both the American and French revolu-
 tions, at least in part, is his fear of republican ideas. Ironically, Burke,
 the proponent of a tradition-based political theory, suggests that meta-
 physical ideas can be very powerful. Instead of examining their merits,
 however, Burke wants to find ways to prevent them from sprouting up.
 He does not try to show why the institutions of the European community
 are better than the republican institutions of America. He does not show

 45. For an exploration of Burke's contradictory attitude toward the English constitution,
 see Freeman, Edmund Burke and the Critique of Political Radicalism, pp. 144-46.
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 how Europeans are better off than Americans. Instead, he warns
 England that its American policy is causing the Americans to produce
 ideas that threaten England ideologically. The only chance to end this
 threat is to end the war. I do not want to suggest that Burke did not care
 that the traditional rights of the Americans were in danger. He did. But
 he also saw the war as a threat to England. He could treat the American
 threat differently than the French threat because it was less immediate.
 The Jacobins were more radical than the Americans in many ways, con-
 tributing to Burke's fierce antipathy to the former. More importantly,
 however, the Jacobins controlled a country that played an integral role in
 the European community. While America was an important actor in the
 British empire, the empire could change significantly and quickly
 without threatening England itself.

 Yet the lines between the two international communities that Burke

 draws does not prevent people from breaching those lines. People who
 share ideas can also form a community. If Burke (and England) can
 speak to both the Americans and the French, why cannot they simply
 speak to each other? As Burke feared, the common enemy of England
 brought America and France together. Though Burke's initial worry
 about a Franco-American reliance was military, he sees that there was
 more than that to the alliance. He argues that the alliance between
 America and France did not produce republican sentiments in France;
 rather, the "American alliance was produced by [France's] republican
 principle and republican policy." Twenty years after the American revo-
 lution Burke recognized that his attempt to argue America outside the
 European community and into the British empire failed. Europe and
 America were too entangled to be separated so readily. Burke realizes
 that the French-American alliance during that revolution helped the nas-
 cent republican principles lurking in France to explode:

 This new relation undoubtedly did much. The discourses and
 cabals that it produced, the intercourse that it established, and,
 above all, the example, which made it seem practicable to establish
 a republic in a great extent of country, finished the work, and gave
 to that part of the revolutionary faction of strength, which required
 other energies than the late king possessed, to resist, or even to
 restrain.46

 A competing vision of the European community arose to challenge the
 ancient order; and the people with these ideas formed a community of

 46. Burke, Regicide Peace, V, 253.
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 republican principles that stretched across the Atlantic. Indeed, many in
 America were first inspired by ideas that developed in Europe.47 The suc-
 cessful revolution in America encouraged the spread of the ideas of
 democracy and equality in Europe, Burke's attempts to prevent this not-
 withstanding.

 Fifteen years after the American Revolution, Burke could no longer
 evade arguing against republican principles. The alternative vision of
 Europe that the Jacobins offer poses a problem for Burke. His version of
 community hangs on the people being uninterested in the government
 while they are led by the "natural aristocracy." If the people quietly ac-
 cept the community they are a part of and the principles that guide it,
 then the tranquility that Burke treasures will prevail. Burke wants the
 people to identify with their country and its government, but not to ques-
 tion it. He wants the community to impose an identification on people
 that they accept uncritically. This is why Burke urges England to pursue
 a policy of reconciliation with America. Take away their reason to
 distrust England, he says, and the Americans will probably once again
 quietly trust their rulers. Tranquility, Burke contends, is usually what
 both the people and their government want. The people need to identify
 with their country to recognize its institutions as valuable so they will
 protect them against intrusions. And the people ordinarily identify trust-
 ingly; they "look up to that government which they obey that they may
 be protected. They ask to be led and directed by those rulers whom Prov-
 idence and the laws of their country have set over them." This trusting
 identification makes ruling easy:

 It is this unsuspecting confidence that removes all difficulties, and
 reconciles all the contradictions which occur in the complexity of
 all ancient, puzzled, political establishments. Happy are the rulers
 which have the secret of preserving it!

 But rulers do not always have the unsuspecting confidence of the people.
 Despite his urgings, the Americans did not regain that happy unsuspect-
 ing confidence in their English rulers. And unfortunately for Burke,
 many people in Europe lost confidence in their government as well. The
 Jacobins convinced people that they no longer had to do "whatever in
 their several ranks, and conditions, and descriptions, was required of
 them by their relative situations in society." The ideas of the Jacobins, of
 democracy and equality, run antithetical to the aristocratic society that
 Burke wants to preserve. New ideas arose to challenge the old ones.

 47. Gordon Wood, The Creation of the American Republic, 1776-1787 (Chapel Hill:
 University of North Carolina Press, 1969), pp. 7-17.
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 These ideas, the ideas of the Jacobins, spread across Europe. The
 people's unsuspecting confidence eroded. The people gobbled up The
 Rights of Man, Tom Paine's reply to Burke.48 No longer would the peo-
 ple compliantly accept their lot in life, supporting aristocratic privilege.
 In fits and starts they began to demand the rights of men that Paine
 described.

 The restlessness of the multitude threatened the old order. But there is

 another problem for Burke: some of those who do think also find the
 Jacobin ideas attractive. The French Revolution was not led by the
 uneducated many, but by the educated few. Burke asks incredulously:

 How many could have thought that the most complete and for-
 midable revolution in a great empire should be made by men of let-
 ters, not as subordinate instruments and trumpeters of sedition, but
 as the chief contrivers and managers, and in a short time as the
 open administrators and sovereign rulers?49

 Enthusiastic supporters of the French Revolution even included many of
 Burke's fellow Whigs. Some of the gentlemen whose spirit was supposed
 to support the old order found the arguments of the Jacobins persuasive.
 The customs and manners of Burke's Europe were being attacked by all
 sides. People would no longer identify with the European common-
 wealth unreflectively. The thinking and the unthinking alike scrutinized
 their community, with many finding fault with it. The monsters that
 Burke tried to hide had escaped.

 Burke should not have been surprised that the old order in Europe was
 being challenged. He knew that communities are liable to face new ideas.
 He knew European history. He knew, for example, that the Reformation
 changed Europe quite a bit.50 He realized at the end of his life that one
 cannot simply define a community to get rid of dangerous members and
 ideas. Because communities are touched by others, the possibility of new
 ideas, of change, even of new experiements is alive, unless all the com-
 munities together never change-or, I suppose, unless the community is
 cut off from the rest of the world. Burke does not argue that Europe
 should seclude itself, but it is hard to imagine how Europe could be iso-
 lated from new ideas even if that is what Burke wanted. A community of
 trading and imperialist nations like Europe does not exist in isolation.

 48. Burke, Regicide Peace, V, 353; Sheriffs, II, 34, Burke's emphasis; Regicide Peace, V,
 353; Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class, p. 94.

 49. Burke, The Policy of the Allies, III, 456-57.
 50. Burke even compares the Reformation with the French Revolution in Thoughts on

 French Affairs, III, 350.
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 Goods, people, armies, newspapers: they all go back and forth, some-
 times followed by new ideas, sometimes following the new ideas. These
 ideas smashed the illusions that made "power gentle and obedience
 liberal," leaving the days of the ancient order numbered. Burke failed to
 keep republican ideas out of Europe. He failed to prevent Europeans
 from looking upon republican America as an inspirational example for
 change. And Burke knew he failed. He ends the letter where he discusses
 the prospects of the Jacobins being defeated with these melancholy
 words: "Adieu. My dreams are finished."51

 51. Burke, Reflections, p. 67; A Letter to William Elliot, Esq., V, 79, 82.
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